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About LCI
Lean Construction Ireland is an all-island, independent,
and voluntary not-for-profit association whose members
passionately believe that Lean Thinking & Practices can
enable and sustain enhanced effectiveness, efficiency,
productivity, and profitability for the Irish Construction
Sector, Clients, and Supply Chain.

Lean Construction Ireland leads a community of learning
and practice that promotes the application of Lean
Thinking & Practices throughout the Irish Architecture,
Engineering, Construction (AEC) sector so as to realise
value-add for all stakeholders in the value chain. It
supports the free and open exchange of knowledge,
information, and experiences around good practices and
case studies.

It also supports ongoing research into Lean practices
nationally and globally, their application to AEC, and their
sharing with the wider Lean Construction Ireland
Community. It is aligned to LCI USA.

www.lciconference.com

LCI Ireland will host a Lean Construction Symposium in Dublin. The theme of the
event is “Lean Innovation - Inspiring our Future in Construction“. The aim of the
event is to gather experts in the field of lean construction to both inspire, and
challenge the industry to implement lean practices on their projects.
Participants will have the opportunity to learn from others how they can
leverage the benefits of lean concepts to deliver quality projects that are safer,
faster and more profitable leading to increased stakeholder satisfaction and
value for money.

• Home Building
• Lean in Public Sector
• Lean in Contracts
• Benchmarking
• International Approach
• Digital Construction
• Large Scale Private Construction
• Tools, Training & Supports

Conference Theme

Delivering Operational Excellence 
To The Irish Construction Industry

___________________________

Delegate Profile

- Architects
- Construction Companies
- Developers
- Facility Managers
- R&D
- Energy & Power
- Technology Suppliers
- Legal Consultants
- Financial Advisors
- Government
- Planners & National Grid
- Consultants
- Academia
- Engineering Companies
- Solution Suppliers
- Civil Engineering
- Health & Safety
- M&E/Building Services
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The Mission of LCI Conference 2018 – Opportunities for Sustainable Growth

LCI National Conference 2018 will attract senior-level executives and decision-makers from the Irish construction community to create an environment in which to
network, do business and access knowledge on the latest developments, trends, strategies and policies relating to the principles of lean construction in Ireland.

LCI Conference will:
• Create a platform to showcase Ireland’s construction sector and to highlight operational excellence in the sector. 
• Lead the way in construction best practices, benchmarking and Lean in Contracts.
• Establish a National Conference to showcase what Ireland has to offer and to share, network & engage with key national & international companies and 

technologies.
• Discuss, learn & develop the next steps for leading organisations with global aspirations & ambitions and engage with companies at the next level of capability in 

Irish construction.
• Ensure measureable progress towards making Ireland the global leader in lean construction. 
• Bring together a community of like-minded individuals to openly discuss the philosophy that pursues the continuous development of the Irish construction 

sector.
• To facilitate a communications medium and allow sharing of knowledge/learning with construction users, suppliers, researchers, etc.
• To position Ireland as the recognised leader in lean construction globally through the performance of construction community.

Lean Construction Ireland National Conference will take place on the 20th November 2018 in Croke Park, Dublin. 

Delivering Operational Excellence 
To The Irish Construction Industry

The Lean Construction Institute says:
“Lean is a concept that all process contain waste. Lean construction is to improve the Construction and Design industries 
through Lean approaches  to  project design and delivery... that seek to develop and manage a project  through relationships,
shared knowledge and common goals. Traditional silos  of knowledge, work and effort are broken down and reorganized for the 
betterment of the project rather than of individual participants. 
The result?  Significant improvements in schedule with dramatically reduced waste, particularly on complex, uncertain and 
quick projects”.
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Additional Networking Opportunities

Delivering Operational Excellence 

To The Irish Construction Industry

Huddle Zone
In addition to the main symposium we have a number of extra attractions for delegates including our Huddle Zone; this is
where
delegates have an opportunity to meet with speakers after their presentation to ask direct questions and to arrange
follow up meetings. An additional networking opportunity, the Huddle Zone has proven very popular with delegates who
have not had an opportunity to ask their questions, or with delegates who have sensitive information to discuss.

Hive Meetings
Throughout the day many of the presentations generate technical questions; our Hive Meetings are purposely designed to
answer those questions in the form of case studies. In a separate suite to the main symposium Hive Meetings will take
place throughout the day; these are 30 minute case study presentations held by solution suppliers. Visit our event
website for full listing of Hive Meetings.

To Develop a Sustainable 

Construction Industry In Ireland

Lean Construction Ireland have begun a 
strategic communications relationship 

with BoxMedia, who will deliver a 
Nationally recognised conference in 2018 

on behalf of the LCI.
__________________________

To receive further information regarding 

the LCI Conference 2018 please contact:

Paula Dempsey

BoxMedia (A PB Media Ltd Company)

616 Edenderry Bus.Campus Co.Offaly

Tel: + 353 46 9773434

E: paula@boxmedia.ie
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